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Chennai welcomes
housing affordability
Reduced interest rates and pandemic induced demand-supply
dynamics have resulted in bottomed out property prices. Here’s
why this is great news for the city’s affordable home-seekers
ANNABEL.DSOUZA
@timesgroup.com

F

or a market driven majorly by end-users, even
small price corrections in
Chennai result in big savings
for the average household. The
pressure on housing prices
following the pandemic can be
gauged through subdued demand and supply of new homes
in Chennai. According to Anarock Research, housing sales

and new launches dropped by
43 per cent and 29 per cent respectively in the festive quarter
of 2020, resulting in price corrections of about eight per cent
on an average across micromarkets. “Chennai has had its
share of challenges, including
those in the real estate sector.
However, two positives seem
to have emerged from this
one-of-a-kind, unprecedented
calamity. First, owing to the
strict lockdowns, expenditures

have gone down, and savings
have considerably increased.
Second, housing prices seem to
have reached an all-time low.
Coupled with multi-decadal
low home loan interest rates,
residential demand is slated
to pick up speed,” observes
Srinivas Anikipatti, senior
director - Tamil Nadu and
Kerala, Knight Frank India.
Buyers leverage low prices
Chennai today has one of the
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most affordable housing markets in the country, despite relatively higher slabs for property taxes. Not only does the city
have the lowest EMI-to-income
ratio (see box) among the top
seven metros of the country,
but also the state government
reduced guidance values of
properties by about 33 per cent
a few years ago, thus bringing
down net tax liability considerably. Padam Dugar, president,
CREDAI Chennai, elaborates,
“Chennai is an end-user driven market where people buy
for self-use. Hence, we have
seen good sales activity in the
past quarter and the fact that
prices have not increased is
a positive sign for aspiring
home-buyers. Unsold inventory here is negligible and RERA
compliance is one of the best
in the country with a consumer
redressal mechanism available
at CREDAI in addition to State
RERA safeguards. Many housing finance companies have
higher home loan accounts in
Chennai as defaults are lower
than national average. Hence,
serious buyers must leverage
current climate of bottomed out
property prices as well as low
interest rates to own a home in
Chennai.”
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more critical than ever.
Sharad Mittal, CEO Motilal
Oswal Real Estate, says,
“Housing prices have
remained largely stable
across India, despite the
pandemic. The WFH phenomenon, while boosting
the demand for real estate
in India, hasn’t impacted
property prices. On the
contrary, with an increase
in prices of raw materials
like steel over the past few
months, there is an expectation that developers
may pass on this increase
in costs to the consumer resulting in increased
property prices. Northwest regions of Chennai
like Ambattur and Madhavaram have seen an uptick in demand as of lot of
data centers are proposed
in those areas. Chennai’s
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An investment that pays for itself

Trends driving growth
With the work-from-home
(WFH) culture likely to continue
this year with added pressure
on households in the form of
online classrooms and the need
for more space, the safety and
security of home-ownership is
What if the rental return takes care of
a major portion of your EMI?
With home loan interest rates
at an all time low of 6.65 per
cent, Doshi Housing has rolled
out a safe and solid investment
offer that delivers assured
rental returns of up to 6 per
cent. In these uncertain times
when most investment avenues look
volatile, Doshi’s Blockbuster Investment
Offer should perk up every investor.
The offer is not only simple, but also

attractive. All you have to do is invest Rs
39 lakh (all inclusive) towards picking
up a 1-BHK fully furnished apartment at
Doshi Risington, a centrally-located gated
community at Karapakkam OMR. And
you’ll earn assured monthly rentals of
up to Rs 18,000 for four years. This is
ensured through Doshi’s tie-up with Zolo
Stays, India’s largest co-living operator,
who will take care of the occupancy
and maintenance of the apartment. The
beauty of the blockbuster deal is that
it not only takes care of the immediate
need for stable income by providing you
a monthly rental of upto Rs 18,000, but
also safeguards your interests from a
long-term point of view by offering you
a property with much scope
for capital appreciation. What’s
more, no effort is required from
your side. Everything is taken
care of and you can just sit back
and enjoy the returns.
To invest in the
ready-to-occupy 1-BHK
apartments in Doshi Risington and start
earning returns from day one, call +91
81108 60606 or
visit www.doshirisington.com.

